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Our Mission Statement:

To assist clients, who are considering 
transition, to make…

…the right decision
…at the right time

…for the right reasons™

By providing experience-based 
knowledge.

8 Christie Street

Grimsby, ON L3M 4H4

Phone: 289-235-7552

Toll Free: 1-888-ROBBINEX (762-2463)

Email: robbinex@robbinex.com

www.robbinex.com

Robbinex® has assisted owners of

mid-sized companies with business

transitions since 1974.

The Robbinex® COSATA® Process was

developed and ISO 9001-2015

registered to help business owners

understand and analyze alternatives

to selling and facilitate in executing

the most appropriate one.

We have completed more than 1,000

assignments relating to M&A,

valuations, next generation transfers,

partnership resolutions, refinancing

and other consulting activities.

Exclusive Canadian member of M&A

Worldwide (a leading mid-market

M&A network with offices in over 30

countries) and members of several

M&A organizations including IBBA,

M&A Source, AM&AA in North

America, with access to “feet on the

ground” in most major cities.

Robbinex® has over 45 years of

"Experience creating opportunities.®"



The process of buying a business is
often long and complex, and without
proper expert advice it could be
disastrous.

Studies have revealed that more than
60% of acquisitions fail to meet the
expectations of the Buyer.

These failures are usually attributed to
poor planning or implementation, such
as:

• Goals and synergies were not properly 
defined 

• Wrong motivations
• Weak research, valuation or due diligence
• Systems, cultures and management teams 

were not compatible 
• Hiring wrong transaction advisory team

However, a strategic acquisition may
enable you to achieve exponential
growth literally overnight. It may allow
you to enter new markets (geography,
customer segments or product lines)
quickly and efficiently.

The Robbinex Acquisition Strategic Search Program (RASSP®)

RASSP® has been designed to help you successfully navigate the complex

business acquisition process.

RASSP ® Includes:

• Assessment of your ability to complete an acquisition

• SWOT analysis 

• Analysis of various growth alternatives (acquisition, JV, Strategic Alliance, 

Merger, etc.) 

• Acquisition strategy, type (horizontal vs. vertical) and criteria (size, price, 

location, etc.)

• Detailed research of prospective targets in targeted geographic area

• Confidential Contact Program to approach and engage targeted companies, 

while protecting your reputation 

• Developing and implementing a negotiation strategy 

• Support (when needed) with valuations of targets, transaction structuring, 

drafting offers, hiring advisory teams, due diligence, financing, etc.…

Our team of experts will take care of each step in the acquisition program, to

help you with buying the right company, for the right reasons, at the right price

and terms to achieve your strategic objectives.

With a brief confidential interview, we can determine if this program could help

you to grow your company!

“Completing a successful acquisition is not an event, but the result of 

a long carefully planned Strategic Acquisition Search Program, often 

spanning years.” D.M. Robbins, President 


